
                                                                                                            
Kivarin-trophy Spring 2014 May 16-18, 2014        

Volosovsky district, Leningrad region, Russia 

The event is designed for 4x4 vehicles with different level of off-road preparation and intended for 

drivers with off-road driving skills. The event will be attended by the sports commissioners from all the 

countries taking part in 4X4 NEZ Championship series. 

Dates and location: May 16-18, 2014, Russia, Leningrad region, Volosovsky district. The number of 

participants: 60-70 crews.  

The event base camp to be located 30 km south from Volosovo town (Leningrad region, Russia). It is 

located 100 km away from Narva / Ivangorod border crossing. 

May 16, Friday 

Administrative checks and scrutineering  

13-00 Briefing for participants 

15-00 Start at Special Stages 

May 17, Saturday  

08-00 Administrative checks for Tourist category 

Briefing for participants 

14-00 Start at Special Stages 

May 18, Sunday 

11-00 Start at Special Stages 

16-00 Preliminary Results publication 

17-00 Awarding 

The route consists of several (three to five) sequential special stages with road sections (liaisons) 

between them. The length of each special stage is 5 to 20 kilometers. Each special stage route is loaded 

into the crew's navigator as a set of GPS coordinates. Start and finish of the special stage is recorded by 

marshals. Special stages routes include photo fixation points. In case of a photograph is missing for these 

points, the crew is penalized by 1 hour per missing photo point. The crew that completed at least one 

special stage is included into the scoring. The winner is a crew that completed the event route at minimal 

time with penalties taken into consideration. 

Technical Inspection may be done according to either “Losik” Club Technical Regulations or 4X4 NEZ 

Championship Technical Regulations. United scoring categories are: TR1 (Standard+Winch), OPEN 

(Prof Standard), TR2 (Extreme), TR3 (Proto). In case of dispute, the decision to be made by the 

Commission.  

Tourist scoring group (Standard, Light, Open categories according to “Losik” Club Technical 

Regulations) is offered several special stages designed as GPS orienteering on open route at a separate 

area of the district. The crews are allowed to provide mutual help to each other. The tourist scoring group 

competition days are May 17-18. 

Entry fee at Kivarin-trophy, 4X4 NEZ Championship: 7500 RUR (160 E), Tourist scoring group: 5500 

RUR (110 E). 



The event area is characterized by abandoned roads, logging roads, soft grounds, bogs, narrow tracks in 

the forest, felling and cuttings, tree stumps, up to 1.5 meters deep water crossings, moderate terrain. 

Follow news and further information at www.losik.ru 


